Abstract. The universal R-matrix of two-parameter quantum general linear supergroups is computed explicitly based on the RTT realization of Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan. For the two-parameter quantum special linear supergroup associated with sl(2, 2), a twofold quasi-central extension is deduced from its Drinfeld-Jimbo realization.
Introduction
Let r, s be non-zero complex numbers whose ratio r s is not a root of unity. Let M, N be positive integers and g := gl(M, N ) be the general linear Lie superalgebra associated to the vector superspace C M |N . The universal enveloping algebra of U(g) as a Hopf superalgebra admits a two-parameter deformation U r,s (g) which is neither commutative nor cocommutative. In this paper we compute its universal R-matrix, an invertible element in a completed tensor square R ∈ U r,s (g) ⊗2 satisfying among other favorable properties (Theorem 4.1) ∆ cop (x) = R∆(x)R −1 for x ∈ U r,s (g).
There are explicit formulas of universal R-matrices for one-parameter quantum groups associated to simple Lie (super)algebras, quantum affine algebras and double Yangians, and certain quantum Kac-Moody superalgebras (without isotropic roots), to name a few; usually they are realized as the tensor product of orthonormal bases with respect to a bilinear form called the Drinfeld quantum double (or Hopf pairing in the main text). They have important applications in quantum integrable systems, knot invariants, etc.
For the two-parameter quantum group U r,s (gl(M )), BW2] proved the existence of universal R-matrix, which leads to a braided structure of a category O of representations; the exact formula of universal R-matrix was unknown. There are two equivalent definitions of U r,s (gl(M )): the Drinfeld-Jimbo realization, and the RTT realization of Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan [FRT, JL] .
In [Z2] for the quantum affine superalgebra associated to gl(1, 1) the universal R-matrix R was computed. The main steps therein were: first relate the quantum double to the RTT realization; then obtain orthonormal bases (and R) via a Gauss decomposition in [DF] . Motivated by [BW1, JL, Z2] , in the present paper we start with the RTT realization of U r,s (g), based on a suitable solution of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation on C M |N .
Our first main result is a factorization formula of R in Equations (4.6)-(4.8). This is related to the fact that the orthonormal bases are formed of ordered products. We would like to emphasize that: within the framework of the RTT realization of U r,s (g), the orthogonality of these ordered products is fairly easy to prove, compared to the usual Drinfeld-Jimbo realization in [BW1] ; see Remark 3.5 . Making use of the quantum double we are able to simplify some computations of relations between RTT generators which were done in [JL] almost case by case; see the proof of Corollary 2.8.
Our second main result is related to the special linear Lie superalgebra sl(2, 2), which fills in a non-split short exact sequence of Lie superalgebras C 2 h ։ sl(2, 2) with C 2 being central in h [IK] . The Lie superalgebra h is a two-fold central extension of sl(2, 2). Its finite-dimensional representation theory plays a special rôle in the integrability structure of the anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory correspondence; see for example [Be, MM] . Not surprisingly, the quantum supergroup U q (sl(2, 2)) admits a two-fold central extension U q (h) [Y2] , by forgetting the degree 4 oscillator relations in [Y1] .
We propose in Definition 6.1 a two-parameter quantum supergroup U r,s associated to h. Namely we construct a surjective morphism of Hopf superalgebras U r,s ։ U r,s (sl(2, 2)) whose kernel is generated by two elements P, Q which are "central up to powers of rs"; see Proposition 6.3. The quantum supergroup U q (h) in [Y2] is a quotient of U q,q −1 .
Whether rs is a root of unity or not has an impact on the representation theory of U r,s . We construct (Proposition 6.5 and Corollary 6.6) a one-parameter family of irreducible representations (π x ) of the U r,s by modifying the vector representation of U r,s (sl(2, 2)) on C 2|2 ; the additional parameter x ∈ C × arises from the dynamical action of P . This paper is organized as follows. §2 provides the RTT realization of U r,s (g). In §3 an orthogonal property of the quantum double is proved. The universal R-matrix R is written down in §4 and a category O of representations is introduced in order to specialize R. §5 presents another system of generators for U r,s (g), the Drinfeld-Jimbo realization, from which we deduce easily a two-fold quasi-central extension U in §6, whose representation theory is initiated. The final section §7 is left to further discussions.
Yang-Baxter equation and RTT realization
In this section we provide a solution of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation and use it to define U r,s (gl(M, N )) following Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan [FRT] .
Let V = C M |N be the vector superspace with basis (v i ) 1≤i≤M +N and parity: |v i | = |i| = 0 if i ≤ M and |v i | = |i| = 1 if i > M . Since r + s = 0, the tensor square V ⊗2 is easily seen to be a direct sum of the following two sub-vector-superspaces:
Let P, Q be the corresponding projections. Define the two-parameter Perk-Schultz matrices (2.1)
Let A, B, C be superalgebras and let t = i a i ⊗ b i ∈ A ⊗ B. Define the tensors t 12 = t ⊗ 1, t 23 = 1 ⊗ t, t 13 = i a i ⊗ 1 ⊗ b i with 1 ∈ C the identity element. The following quantum Yang-Baxter equation is a consequence of the non-graded case N = 0 in [BW2] .
Proof. By Equation (2.1) this is equivalent to the braid relation for R:
When N = 0, the proof of [BW2, Proposition 5.5] indicates that P − rs −1 Q satisfies ( * ); so does R = r(P − rs −1 Q) −1 . The case of M = 0 comes from that of N = 0 with parameters (s, r) instead of (r, s) owing to Equation (2.2); see also Remark 2.3. Claim 2. ( * ) is true when applied to the vector v a ⊗ v b ⊗ v c with ♯{a, b, c} = 3.
Let S be the matrix R associated to C M +N |0 , so that S satisfies ( * ). Let
The same arguments can be used to verify the case where: (a, b, c) is a permutation of (i, i, j) with i ≤ M . We are led to three remaining cases.
Consider the middle vector v 2 ⊗ v 1 ⊗ v 2 =: u for example:
The other two vectors can be checked in the same way.
We are ready to associate a two-parameter quantum supergroup to gl(M, N ).
Definition 2.2. U := U r,s (gl(M, N )) is the superalgebra generated by the coefficients of matrices T = i≤j t ji ⊗ E ji , S = i≤j s ij ⊗ E ij ∈ U ⊗ EndV of even parity with relations R 23 T 12 T 13 = T 13 T 12 R 23 , R 23 S 12 S 13 = S 13 S 12 R 23 , R 23 T 12 S 13 = S 13 T 12 R 23 , and with requirement that the s ii , t ii be invertible for [JL, Definition 3.1] to define the two-parameter quantum group U r,s (gl n ). Since R 0|n r,s = R n|0 s,r , there are algebra morphisms from U r,s (gl M ) and U s,r (gl N ) in [JL] to our U r,s , the former being l
(We borrowed the notations l + ij , l − ji from that paper.) U is a Hopf superalgebra with coproduct ∆ and counit ε:
The antipode S : U −→ U is an anti-automorphism of superalgebra defined by equations
kk ) for i ≤ j; these are sub-Hopf-superalgebras. Proposition 2.4. There exists a unique Hopf pairing ϕ :
The associated quantum double
Remark 2.5. ϕ being a Hopf pairing means that: for a, a 1 , a 2 ∈ U + and b,
The quantum double means
We refer to [Z1] for a sketch of proof of the above proposition.
Proposition 2.6. The assignment s ij → ε ji t ji , t ji → ε ij s ij extends uniquely to an isomorphism of Hopf superalgebras
The rest is clear from Definition 2.2, as in the one-parameter case [Z1] . Here the co-opposite A cop of a Hopf superalgebra (A, ∆, ε, S) is by definition (A, c A,A ∆, ε, S −1 ).
Lemma 2.7. There is a vector representation ρ of U on V defined by
Proof. Straightforward using Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.2.
Proof. For the second equation, by Proposition 2.4 and Remark 2.5
Here we have used the three-fold coproduct formula of t ii , s jk , and the fact that ϕ(s ab , t ii ) = 0 if a < b. The fourth equation can be proved in the same way. For the first equation, by comparing the coefficients of v i ⊗ v j in the identical vectors
xs ii s jk + ys ji s ik = zs jk s ii + ws ji s ik for certain x, z ∈ {1, rs, r, s} and y, w ∈ {0, r − s, s − r}. We prove that s ii s jk ∈ Cs jk s ii . If not, then j < i < k, in which case y = (−1) |i| (r − s) = w and xs ii s jk = zs jk s ii , a contradiction. Now the first equation is obtained from the representation ρ in Lemma 2.7:
The third equation can be proved in the same way.
s ij and t ji are of weight ±(ǫ i − ǫ j ) respectively. The Hopf superalgebra U is P-graded.
Orthogonal property
In this section we prove an orthogonal property of the Hopf pairing ϕ : U + × U − −→ C in Proposition 2.4; it is eventually a consequence of RTT in Definition 2.2.
Let us introduce the following four subalgebras of U ± :
Proof. Observe that: if x ∈ U + and y ∈ U − are of weights α, β respectively, then ϕ(a, b) = 0 only if α + β = 0. One may assume that x + is a product of the s
±1
ii . By definition, ∆(x + a) − x + ⊗ x + a is a sum of x i ⊗ y i where the weights of the x i are Z >0 -spans of the ǫ k − ǫ l with k < l; which forces ϕ(x i , x − ) = 0. By Remark 2.5,
Here ϕ(x + , 1) = 1 by our assumption on x + . This gives the desired formula.
in which case write a ij ≺ a kl and b ji ≺ b lk . This defines a total order on
Proof. We compute ϕ(a ij , b ji ) by using Proposition 2.4, Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 3.1:
For (2), notice that the first tensor factors in ∆(
ii s jj , being either 1 or x ∈ X with x ≺ a ij , are orthogonal to
In view of the weight grading, p = 1 and y 1 = b ji . (3) is proved in the same way.
Use induction on max(m, n): the case m = n = 0 is trivial. Assume m > 0 (the case n > 0 can be treated similarly). The left hand side of the first formula becomes
Notice that the first tensor factors of ∆(
ii ⊗ b ji are of the form xy where x ∈ U −0 , y ∈ Y such that y ≻ b ji and ϕ(1, x) = 1. By Lemmas 3.1-3.2,
Here z = t jj t −1
ii , z k ∈ U −0 and ϕ(1, z k ) = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ q. By Corollary 2.8,
Here θ 2 = |b ji ||b
|a||b|+|c||d| as ϕ respects the parity. The rest is clear from the induction hypothesis.
Let Γ be the set of functions f : X −→ Z ≥0 such that f (x) ≤ 1 if |x| = 1. Such an f induces, by abuse of language, another function f : ] by using R 23 S 12 S 13 = S 13 S 12 R 23 shows that U > is spanned by odered monomials of the a ij . It suffices to check that s 2 ij = 0 (and so a 2 ij = 0) for i ≤ M < j; this comes from a comparison of coefficients of
Here
Remark 3.5. For the one-parameter quantum supergroup U q (gl(M, N )), there is a Hopf pairing with an orthogonal property [Y1, §10.2] similar to Corollary 3.4. The proof in loc. cit. was a lengthy calculation on coproduct estimation and commuting relations of root vectors defined as proper quantum brackets of Drinfeld-Jimbo generators; see also [R, §II] . In our situation, the RTT generators can be viewed as root vectors; their coproduct and commuting relations are given for free in the definition.
Universal R-matrix
In this section we compute the universal R-matrix of U r,s . For this purpose, we first work with a topological version of quantum supergroups and view r, s as formal variables:
Step 1. Extend U ± , U to topological Hopf superalgebras over C[ [ , ℘] ] according to Equation (2.3) : first add commutative primitive elements (ǫ * i ) 1≤i≤M +N of even parity such that [ǫ * i , x] = λ i x for x ∈ U ± , U of weight λ = i λ i ǫ i ∈ P; then identify (4.5)
Denote by U ± ,℘ , U ,℘ the resulting topological Hopf superalgebras. They contain
Extend ϕ to a Hopf pairing ϕ :
Observe that ϕ(s ii , t jj ) = ϕ(s ii , t jj ), which shows in turn that ϕ exists uniquely. As in Proposition 2.4, the multiplication map induces a surjective morphism of topological Hopf superalgebras from the quantum double D ϕ to U ,℘ with kernel generated by the ǫ
Step 2. Let U 0 be the topological subalgebra of U ± ,℘ generated by the ǫ * i . Then U + ,℘ = U 0 U > and U − ,℘ = U 0 U < . Lemma 3.1 holds true for x ± ∈ U 0 . Together with Corollaries 3.3-3.4 we obtain orthonormal bases of ϕ and the universal R-matrix of U ,℘ :
(4.8)
The formula of R is similar to that for U q (gl(M, N )) in [Y1, §10.6 ] when r = q = s −1 . We shall evaluate R in a certain class of representations (defined over C). From now on assume that r, s ∈ C × and r s is not a root of unity. We work with U r,s = U instead of U ,℘ .
Step 3. Let V be a U-module and 0 = v ∈ V . Call v a weight vector of weight λ ∈ P if (4.9)
Call V a weight module if it is spanned by weight vectors. Define Q (resp. Q + ) to be the Z-span (resp. the Z ≥0 -span) of the ǫ i − ǫ j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M + N . As in [BW1] , V is said to be in category O if it is a weight module with finite-dimensional weight spaces and (BGG) the weights of V are contained in ∪ λ∈F (λ − Q + ) for some finite subset F ⊂ P.
for v ∈ V and w ∈ W being of weight λ = i λ i ǫ i and µ = i µ i ǫ i respectively. (In the case (M, N ) = (n, 0), this is exactly the operator s × f V,W in [BW1, §4] .) Secondly, let v ∈ V is of weight λ ∈ P. For f ∈ Γ, by Equations (2.3) and (3.4) 
From the quantum double construction of U, we obtain (compare [BW1, Theorems 4.11, 5 .4])
Example 4.2. Consider the vector representation of U on V in Lemma 2.7. From the proof of Corollary 2.8 we see that v i is of weight ǫ i and V is in category O. Moreover,
Drinfeld-Jimbo realization
We present the Drinfeld-Jimbo realization of U r,s (gl(M, N )). As in [JL, §4] , let us introduce Drinfeld-Jimbo generators: for 1
It follows that K i , L i are grouplike and E i , F i are skew-primitive:
Proof. Straightforward by comparing the coefficients of v b ⊗ v a in the two identical vectors
Proposition 5.2. U is generated as a superalgebra by the E i , F i , s ±1 jj , t ±1 jj . Moreover:
When M, N > 1 the following relations also hold true:
Proof. (Sketch) This is based on lengthy but straightforward calculations as done in the non-graded case in [JL, §4] . Equations (5.11)-(5.16) agree with [JL, Equations (4.17) , (4.19)-(4.21), (4.24)-(4.26)] by Remark 2.3. We only consider Equations (5.16) and (5.17).
From Remark 2.5, Lemma 3.1 and Equation (5.10) we obtain
To prove Equation (5.17), we can assume M = N = 2. 
Equation (5.17) comes from Equation (5.19) and
Let U r,s (sl(M, N )) be the subalgebra of U generated by the
with 1 ≤ i < M + N ; this is a sub-Hopf-superalgebra. We believe that Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 2.8 exhaust the defining relations of U r,s (sl(M, N )) as in [DF, Theorem 2.1] . A proof (Proposition 6.3) will be given for M = N = 2, in which case we have: for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3
 are three-by-three matrices with non-zero entries; furthermore ϕ(
ij .
Two-fold quasi-central extension
In this section we show that Relations (5.17)-(5.18) can be dropped, leading to a twofold quasi-central extension of U r,s (sl(2, 2)) =: U sl . Namely, we will construct a sextuple (U, θ, τ, f, P, Q) where U is a Hopf superalgebra, f : U −→ U sl is a morphism of Hopf superalgebras, θ, τ ∈ Aut(U) are superalgebra automorphisms and P, Q ∈ U such that: (QC1) f is surjective with kernel generated as an ideal by P, Q; (QC2) P x = θ(x)P and Qx = τ (x)Q for x ∈ U. Definition 6.1. U = U r,s is the superalgebra generated by e i , f i , k
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 with e 2 , f 2 being odd and other generators even, and subject to (view U is a Hopf superalgebra with the same coproduct formula as Equation (5.10). Let U + (resp. U − ) be the subalgebra of U generated by the e i , k
The following lemma is motivated by Propositions 2.4 and 2.6, whose proof is omitted.
Lemma 6.2. There exists a unique Hopf pairing ϕ :
ij . As Hopf superalgebras the quantum double is isomorphic to U via multiplication. The assignment e i → (−1)
The automorphisms θ, τ are defined by: θ(w) = τ (w) = w for w ∈ {e 2 , f 2 , k 2 , l 2 },
P, Q are the left hand side of Equations (5.17)-(5.18) respectively:
P := e 1 e 2 e 3 e 2 + rse 3 e 2 e 1 e 2 + e 2 e 1 e 2 e 3 + rse 2 e 3 e 2 e 1 − (r + s)e 2 e 1 e 3 e 2 , (6.21)
Proof. Motivated by the proof of Proposition 5.2 we introduce e i,i+1 := e i for i = 1, 2, 3 and e 13 := rs(s −1 e 1 e 2 − e 2 e 1 ) r − s , e 24 := rs(r −1 e 2 e 3 − e 3 e 2 ) s − r , e 14 := rs(r −1 e 13 e 3 − e 3 e 13 ) s − r .
Then f (e ij ) = s −1
ii s ij = a ij (see §3) and P = −rs (r − s) 2 (e 14 e 2 + e 2 e 14 ), ∆(P ) = 1
It follows from e 2 2 = 0 that P e 2 = e 2 P . Next P e 1 = r −1 s −1 e 1 P follows from e 2 1 e 2 − (r + s)e 1 e 2 e 1 + rse 2 e 2 1 = 0, e 1 e 2 e 1 e 2 = rse 2 e 1 e 2 e 1 , e 1 e 3 = e 3 e 1 .
Similarly we obtain P e 3 = rse 3 P . The relations between P and the k i , l i come from Equation (5.20). From ϕ(P, f i ) = 0, the coproduct formula ∆(P ) and the quantum double construction in Remark 2.5 it follows that P, f i commute. Thus P x = θ(x)P for x ∈ U. This implies Qx = τ (x)Q by using Lemma 6.2. (QC2) is proved.
We can show directly that U + is spanned by ordered products of k ±1 i > e 34 > e 24 > e 23 > P > e 14 > e 13 > e 12 ; for example e 12 e 13 = re 13 e 12 and e 12 e 14 = re 14 e 12 . By Corollary 3.4 the kernel of the restriction f | U + is the ideal generated by P . By Lemma 6.2 the same holds true for (f | U − , Q) and (f, U). This proves (QC1).
Corollary 6.4. Let (π, V ) be a finite-dimensional simple representation of U on a vector superspace V . If π(P ) = 0 or π(Q) = 0, then (rs) dim(V ) = 1.
Proof. Assume π(P ) = 0 (see Lemma 6.2 for Q). Let v ∈ V be an eigenvector of P of eigenvalue x ∈ C. Since V = Uv, by (QC2) the non-zero action of P on V is semi-simple with eigenvalues in x(rs) Z . This implies x = 0. For y ∈ x(rs) Z , let V y ⊆ V be the eigenspace of P of eigenvalue y. Then the action k 3 : V −→ V induces an isomorphism V y ∼ = V yrs . Since V is a direct sum of the V y , we must have (rs) dim(V ) = 1.
As a direct consequence, if rs is not a root of unity, then any finite-dimensional simple U-module factorizes through f : U −→ U sl . In the following we will construct U-modules such that the action of P is non-zero. Let us first recall the vector representation (ρ, V) of U sl in Lemma 2.7 and Example 4.2 (M = N = 2): ρ(K 1 ) = sE 11 + rE 22 + E 33 + E 44 , ρ(K 2 ) = E 11 + sE 22 + sE 33 + E 44 , ρ(K 3 ) = E 11 + E 22 + rE 33 + sE 44 , ρ(L i ) = ρ(K i )| (r,s)←→(s,r) , ρ(E 1 ) = (1 − r −1 s)E 12 , ρ(F 1 ) = (1 − rs −1 )E 21 , ρ(E 2 ) = (r −1 s − 1)E 23 , ρ(F 2 ) = (rs −1 − 1)E 32 , ρ(E 3 ) = (1 − rs −1 )E 34 , ρ(F 3 ) = (1 − r −1 s)E 43 .
Motivated by the construction in [Y2, §II] , let us define the vector superspace
, |X| = 0, y n := v y ⊗ X n for n ∈ Z, y = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Note that the y n form a basis of V ∞ . As usual, let E ynzm ∈ End(V ∞ ) be the operator which sends z m to y n and kills other basis vectors.
Proposition 6.5. Let x ∈ C × . There is a representation (π x , V ∞ ) of U:
(sE 1 n+1 1n + rE 2 n+1 2n + E 3 n+1 3n + E 4 n+1 4n ), π x (k 3 ) = n (E 1 n−1 1n + E 2 n−1 2n + rE 3 n−1 3n + sE 4 n−1 4n ), n (E 2n3n + x(rs) −n E 4n1n ), π x (f 2 ) = (rs −1 − 1) n E 3n2n .
In particular, P y n = x(rs) −n (1 − r −1 s)(1 − rs −1 )(r −1 s − 1) 2 y n and Qy n = 0. If rs is not a root of unity, then π x is a simple representation.
Proof. π x comes from the vector representation (ρ, V) of U sl ; essentially it suffices to check that π x respects the relations between e 2 and k 1 , k 3 , which is straightforward. Assume that rs is not a root of unity. Let W be a non-zero sub-U-module of V ∞ . Then W contains an eigenvector v ⊗ X m of P . Applying the f i leads to 4 m ∈ W . Acting (e 3 , e 2 , e 1 ) on 4 m gives 3 m−1 , 2 m−1 , 1 m ∈ W . By applying k ±1 1 , we see that W contains all the y n and so W = V ∞ . This proves that V ∞ is a simple U-module.
For ℓ a positive integer, let V ℓ be the quotient of V ∞ by the relations y n = y n+ℓ . Corollary 6.6. Let x ∈ C × , ℓ ∈ Z >0 and rs be a primitive ℓ-th root of unity. π x factorizes through V ∞ ։ V ℓ and induces a 4ℓ-dimensional simple representation (π ℓ x , V ℓ ) of U. Proof. That π x factorizes comes directly from (rs) −ℓ = 1. Set j [m] := ℓ p=1 (rs) mp j p ∈ V ℓ for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, m ∈ Z. Since rs is a primitive ℓ-th root of unity, the j [m] with 1 ≤ m ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 form a basis of V ℓ , and they are common eigenvectors of the k j with eigenvalues distinct two-by-two. Let W be a non-zero sub-U-module of V ℓ . Then W contains certain y [n] . Applying the f i leads to 4 [n] ∈ W . Next, 
